
 Sea Creatures 

Questions
1. What do octopuses have? Tick one. 

   They have one heart and red blood.
   They have three hearts and blue blood.
   They have been around for over 650 million years.

2. Fill in the missing words. 
Some varieties of starfish have a lot more than                           arms. The 
sunflower sea-star has up to                              arms.

3. True or false? Tick the correct column
True False

Sharks eat plants.

Sharks have a superb sense of smell.

Sharks only live in shallow, tropical waters 
in coral reefs. 

4. What is special about a crab’s shell? 
       

5. What is a group of dolphins called? Tick one. 

   flock
   herd
   pod

6. Find and copy an adverb which tells us how often seahorses need to eat. 
 

7. Complete this sentence: 

The blue whale’s call is special because   
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8. Match the sentences to make them correct.

9. 

Jellyfish live in
their tentacles before being 

stung with poison.

Their prey gets caught in
carnivores and their diet 
is small fish, fish eggs, 

crustaceans and plankton.

Jellyfish are oceans and some lakes.

Match the description to the correct sea creature.   

10. 

This sea creature sleeps with 
only one eye closed.

seahorse

This sea creature lives in caves, 
sand, mud and on land. crab

This sea creature is unusual 
because the male gives birth. dolphin

Omnivore or carnivore? Write the sea creatures into the correct circle. 

Omnivore Carnivore

seahorse starfish whale dolphin crab octopus jellyfish shark
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Answers
1. What do octopuses have? Tick one. 

   They have one heart and red blood.
   They have three hearts and blue blood.
   They have been around for over 650 million years.

2. Fill in the missing words. 
Some varieties of starfish have a lot more than 5 arms. The sunflower 
sea-star has up to 40 arms.

3. True or false? Tick the correct column
True False

Sharks eat plants.

Sharks have a superb sense of smell.

Sharks only live in shallow, tropical waters 
in coral reefs. 

4. What is special about a crab’s shell? 
A crab’s shell is actually its skeleton.

5. What is a group of dolphins called? Tick one. 

   flock
   herd
   pod

6. Find and copy an adverb which tells us how often seahorses need to eat. 
constantly

7. Complete this sentence: 
The blue whale’s call is special because it is the loudest sound made by 
any animal on earth.
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8. Match the sentences to make them correct.

9. 

Jellyfish live in
their tentacles before being 

stung with poison.

Their prey gets caught in
carnivores and their diet 
is small fish, fish eggs, 

crustaceans and plankton.

Jellyfish are oceans and some lakes.

Match the description to the correct sea creature.   

10. 

This sea creature sleeps with 
only one eye closed.

seahorse

This sea creature lives in caves, 
sand, mud and on land. crab

This sea creature is unusual 
because the male gives birth. dolphin

Omnivore or carnivore? Write the sea creatures into the correct circle. 

seahorse starfish whale dolphin crab octopus jellyfish shark

most whales

dolphin 

octopus

sharks

jellyfish

crab 

starfish 

seahorse

Omnivore Carnivore
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